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Substance and sources of law applicable to commercial actors
• Subject matter:
– Privacy:
• What is personally identifiable information, and how should it be collected, used, and
shared?

– Data security:
• What measures must be taken to protect consumer data from unauthorized misuse?

– Data breach reporting:
• What steps must be taken to inform government authorities and affected consumers
once a data breach occurs?

• Sources of law:
– Federal

– State/municipal
– Foreign
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Federal privacy/data security statutes: a polyglot
Sector-specific regulation governing
commercial actors (a nonexhaustive list):
 Financial data (Gramm Leach
Bliley; enforced by various
agencies)
 Consumer credit data (FCRA;
CFPB and FTC)
 Health data (HIPAA; HHS)
 Children’s data (COPPA; FTC)
 Telecommunications services
data (Communications Act;
FCC)
 Electronic communications
(ECPA; DOJ)
 Cable/satellite data (Cable and
Satellite Acts; FCC)
 Student education data (FERPA;
Dep’t of Education)
 Etc.
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Federal privacy/data security statutes: a polyglot (cont’d)

All other sectors and issues:
Section 5 of the FTC Act
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Section 5: overview
• Unlike EU law, the FTC Act uses a retrospective law enforcement model akin to
the common law.
• Section 5 of the FTC Act prohibits “unfair or deceptive acts or practices in or
affecting commerce.” 47 U.S.C. § 45(a).
• The FTC deems conduct “deceptive” if it involves misrepresentations or
omissions of material information likely to mislead reasonable consumers.
Representative FTC cases:
– Misrepresentation: A company tells its customers that it will not sell personally identifiable
data to third parties but then does so anyway.
– Omission: A company offers a mobile app, identifies potential first-party uses of customer
data, but fails to mention that the data will be shared with third parties.

• The FTC may deem conduct “unfair” if it “causes or is likely to cause substantial
injury to consumers which is not reasonably avoidable by consumers
themselves and not outweighed by countervailing benefits to consumers or to
competition.” E.g.:
– Company X takes unreasonably inadequate steps to protect its customers’ credit card data
from cybersecurity threats, enabling hackers to obtain the data and harm the customers.
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Section 5: procedure, remedies, and new uncertainty
• Absent a settlement, the FTC can bring Section 5 cases either administratively (e.g.,
LabMD) or in federal district court (e.g., Wyndham).
• For pure Section 5 cases, the FTC typically sues in federal court if it wishes to recover
“equitable monetary relief.”
– Section 13(b) authorizes courts to issue “a permanent injunction” in “proper cases”
where a defendant “is violating, or is about to violate,” the FTC Act. Starting in the
1980s, lower courts construed this language to permit disgorgement/restitution. But:
– Intervening Supreme Court decisions draw that approach into question.

– Citing those decisions, the Seventh Circuit (Credit Bureau Center) recently overruled
its own precedent and held that Section 13(b) does not permit equitable monetary
remedies, creating an explicit circuit conflict.
– Even where such remedies remain legally available, they can be poorly tailored to
privacy/data security cases.

• Damages are available only under section 19, and only where “a reasonable man would
have known under the circumstances [that the conduct] was dishonest or fraudulent.”
• The FTC’s civil penalty authority is unavailable for Section 5 violations; it extends only to
violations of specific FTC orders (including consent orders) or, in some cases, FTC rules.
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FTC notice-and-choice guidance
• The FTC has long endorsed a flexible approach to consumer privacy that targets
potentially harmful uses of data but does not interfere with the beneficial uses that fuel
the growth of the commercial internet.
• That flexibility is particularly evident in the FTC’s approach to “notice and choice” issues,
involving the mechanisms that businesses use to obtain or infer consent to particular data
uses.
• Non-binding 2012 FTC Privacy Report: Context informs what firms can reasonably infer
about consumer expectations.
– “Most first-party marketing practices are consistent with the consumer’s relationship
with the business and thus do not necessitate consumer choice.”
– Consent mechanisms for data sharing with third parties (unrelated to the delivery of
services or context of collection) depend on data sensitivity:
• De-identified/aggregated data generally requires no consent mechanism.
• Personally identifiable data in sensitive categories (e.g., medical or financial information) is
generally subject to opt-in mechanisms.
• Personally identifiable non-sensitive data is generally subject to opt-out mechanisms.

• Industry self-regulatory groups (e.g., DAA, DMA) have long played a central role in
administering this regime.
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Foreign privacy laws
• US companies doing business abroad must consider their obligations under foreign
as well as US law.
• The EU’s General Data Protection Regulation (“GDPR”):
– Is much more prescriptive than the FTC’s Section 5 approach.
– Establishes overbroad (and often ambiguous) limits on the collection, sharing, and use of
consumer data. For example, GDPR:
• Prohibits processing of personal data without a preexisting lawful basis (such as consent,
contract, legal obligation, or “legitimate interest”).
• Requires opt-in consent mechanisms in a broad range of contexts involving “automated
processing,” even for uncontroversial uses of non-sensitive data. This inhibits, e.g., innovations
in AI and in data analytics tools needed to detect cybersecurity events.
• Imposes highly detailed notice requirements, resulting in privacy notices that are paradoxically
more difficult for ordinary consumers to read and understand.

– Regulates when and how data may be transferred between the EU and other jurisdictions (such
as the US).
– Imposes major financial penalties for violations.

• In the wake of GDPR, other major US trading partners (e.g., India) have begun
considering EU-like privacy laws of their own.
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State data breach laws
• Apart from certain sector-specific laws, federal law imposes no specific
requirements governing how companies must report and remediate data
breaches.
• In contrast, all 50 states do have data-breach laws.
• Those laws vary in many different respects. E.g.,
– Which entities are covered?
– What types of breached information are covered?

– What constitutes a “breach”: unauthorized access or unauthorized acquisition?
– Does a breach need to threaten concrete harm before reporting is required?
– How quickly must affected customers be notified?
– Do state regulators need to be notified?

• Until very recently, state privacy/data security law generally focused only on
these breach-notification requirements.
• But …
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The Times They Are a-Changin’
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The California Consumer Privacy Act
• The CCPA imposes far-reaching privacy and data-protection obligations on
companies that “do business” in California.

2020

Adopted in 2018; will come into force Jan. 2020.

On request, companies must provide personal
information they have collected about a customer
and, with some exceptions, delete it.

Applies to certain for-profit entities doing business in
California and defines personal information very
broadly.

Creates private cause of action for data breaches
and authorizes damage awards without proof of
harm.

Broad privacy policy disclosure requirements.

Authorizes California Attorney General to enforce
provisions with statutory fines.

• The CCPA was passed very quickly, in response to a ballot initiative.

• The California legislature has already amended it once to fix the most obvious
problems, with more amendments anticipated.
• The California AG must then provide post-enactment regulatory guidance on
the meaning of critical but ambiguous provisions.
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Relevant amendments in play
AB
25

Would remove data about employees, job applicants, vendors and agents from definition of PI
AB
874 &
1355

Would exclude deidentified or aggregate information from definition of PI

AB 873

Would add “reasonableness” standard into definitions of PI and “deidentified”; defines
“deidentified” to track FTC 2012 recommendations

AB 846 Would clarify that loyalty programs do not violate non-discrimination clause, which broadly

bars businesses from treating customers differently for exercising privacy rights

AB
1416

AB
1564

Would allow override of sale-of-information opt-out for (a) disclosing PI to government for
government programs and (b) sale of PI to others for data security and fraud detection

Would mandate inclusion of physical address as option for submission of consumer requests
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California’s GDPR? Key similarities and differences
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Amendments and regulatory guidance
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Après California, le déluge?
• Nevada recently enacted privacy legislation with provisions similar to California’s
but distinct in several respects.
• Many other States are also considering broad privacy legislation, including New
York, Washington, Connecticut, Massachusetts, New Jersey, Rhode Island, Utah,
North Dakota, and Hawaii.
• Even some cities, including Chicago, are considering enactment of privacy
ordinances with potentially nationwide effects.
• The likely result: a patchwork quilt of privacy obligations that vary greatly from
state to state and even from city to city, defying the geography-agnostic nature of
the internet.
• That hodgepodge is much more problematic for privacy regulation than for databreach reporting requirements.
– State-by-state variation in breach-reporting rules merely increases the number of lawyer
hours needed to respond to a breach.

– State-by-state variation in privacy regulation creates substantial regulatory uncertainty
and impairs the efficiency of a company’s underlying business.
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Prospects for federal privacy legislation

• There is broad agreement on the need for federal legislation.
– A broad spectrum of interested parties from industry representatives to civil
libertarians agree that new federal privacy legislation is needed.
– Consumers and businesses would benefit from greater certainty and
consistency in legal requirements.

• The positive aspects of the CCPA can be preserved, but also
refined and improved.
– The CCPA properly recognizes the value of privacy and the importance of
standards that apply consistently across all industry sectors.

– But federal legislation can establish easier-to-implement and nationally
consistent standards establishing general consumer rights:
• to know what data is collected about them and how it is used;
• to control how such data is accessed or used; and
• to be presented with opt-in or opt-out mechanisms for data-sharing with third parties,
depending on context-specific variables such as data sensitivity.
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First principles for federal legislation
• Preserve innovation by avoiding excessively prescriptive requirements that cannot adapt
to changing technologies (cf. GDPR and AI).
• Apply the same cost-benefit analysis the FTC has long applied to promote consumer
interests while protecting data’s role in fueling the information economy. E.g., focus on
genuine risks to consumers and distinguish between sensitive and non-sensitive data.
• Preserve the geography-agnostic nature of the internet by establishing national
consistency in privacy rules.
• Vest primary implementation authority in the FTC and augment its funding to support its
expanded role.
• To the extent that FTC rulemaking is needed in discrete contexts, authorize the FTC to
employ standard APA procedures.
• Extend FTC civil penalty authority to appropriate privacy/data-security cases involving
violations of Section 5.
• Authorize state AGs to play an enforcement role by bringing actions on behalf of their
citizens (cf. state AG role under HIPAA and COPPA).

• Rely on these governmental authorities (rather than plaintiffs’ lawyers) to enforce the
terms of the legislation.
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Disclaimer
This presentation has been prepared by Sidley Austin LLP and Affiliated Partnerships (the Firm) for informational purposes
and is not legal advice. This information is not intended to create, and receipt of it does not constitute, a lawyer-client
relationship. All views and opinions expressed in this presentation are our own and you should not act upon this information
without seeking advice from a lawyer licensed in your own jurisdiction. The Firm is not responsible for any errors or omissions
in the content of this presentation or for damages arising from the use or performance of this presentation under any
circumstances.
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